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The Great American Whate
Whatevver by Tim Federle

Follows the experiences of irreverent Hollywood hopeful Quinn, who is shattered by the death of his sister and writing partner and who
falls in love at a college party with a young man who inspires his healing. (2016)

Symptoms of Being Human by Jeff Garvin

A gender-fluid teen who identifies as a boy or girl on different days—and whose challenges are complicated by a new school and a
conservative politician father—is encouraged by a therapist to write an anonymous blog that goes unexpectedly viral. (2016)

Girl Mans Up by M-E Girard

Increasingly aware of her homosexuality and preferring to avoid looking too feminine, Pen is routinely mistaken for a boy and struggles to
navigate complications in her friendships with a childhood buddy whose behavior has become cruel and a fellow gamer who seems to
have it all. (2016)

None of the Abo
Abovve by I. W. Gregorio

After being elected as homecoming queen and engaging in a first sexual encounter with her boyfriend, Kristen discovers that she is
intersex and possesses male chromosomes, a diagnosis that is leaked to the whole school, throwing Kristin's entire identity into
question. (2015)

We Are the Ants by Shaun David Hutchinson

Abducted by aliens periodically throughout his youth, Henry is informed by his erstwhile captors that they will end the world in 144 days
unless he stops them by deciding that humanity is worth saving. (2016)

The P
Past
ast and Other Things That Should Sta
Stayy Buried by Shaun David Hutchinson

Two estranged best friends, one the son of undertakers, are granted extra time to resolve their differences when one of them dies
suddenly and then comes partially back to life, forcing the pair to figure out what is happening. (2019)

The LLo
ove and Lies of Rukhsana Ali by Sabina Khan

Hoping to hide her authentic self from her conservative Muslim parents until she can depart for college, 17-year-old Rukhsana is caught
kissing her girlfriend and whisked away to Bangladesh, where she fights an arranged marriage by consulting the wisdom she finds in her
grandmother's diary. (2019)

The Music of What Happens by Bill Konigsberg

A cool and popular gay teen who harbors a secret, intense crush and a poetic youth who is looking for Mr. Right, in spite of his troubled
family, weigh what they are willing to risk while working together at an organic food truck during a blistering Arizona summer. (2019)
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The Gentleman
Gentleman's
's Guide to Vice and Virtue by Mackenzi Lee

Two friends on a Grand Tour of 18th-century Europe stumble across a magical artifact that leads them from Paris to Venice in a
dangerous manhunt shaped by pirates, highwaymen and their growing attraction to one another. (2017)

True LLetters
etters from a Fictional Life by Kenneth Logan

A popular high school athlete hides his sexual orientation from his small Vermont town and writes unsent secret letters about his inner
struggles to the people in his life, confessions that when discovered are broadcast to his entire school. (2016)

Song of the Dead by Sarah Glenn Marsh

When raising the Dead is outlawed and Karthia opens its borders, a heartbroken Odessa joins a voyage to a land of magic and dragons
before political unrest back home exposes the kingdom's vulnerability without its Dead forces. Reign of the Fallen, 2. (2019)

When the Moon W
Was
as Ours by Anna-Marie McLemore

As their deep friendship turns to love, Latina teenager Miel, who grows roses from her wrist, and Italian-Pakistani Samir, a transgender
boy, fear their secrets will be exposed by the beautiful Bonner girls, four sisters rumored to be witches. (2016)

Lik
Like
e a LLo
ove Story by Abdi Nazemian

An Iranian youth who hides his sexual orientation from his family, an openly gay photographer and an aspiring fashion designer with an
HIV-positive uncle fall in love and find their voices as activists during the height of the AIDS crisis in New York City. (2019)

The Princess and the Fangirl : a Geek
Geekerella
erella Fairytale by Ashley Poston

A modern makeover of The Prince and the Pauper traces the efforts of a fangirl who wants to save her look-alike television character
from being killed off of her favorite TV franchise, and an actress who desperately wants to leave the spotlight, as they switch places in
order to catch a bad guy. (2019)

If I W
Was
as Y
Your
our Girl by Meredith Russo

A newcomer to a Tennessee community hides the secret about her gender reassignment that forces her to keep potential new friends at
arm's length before meeting easygoing Grant, who captures her heart and who she fears will not accept the complicated realities of her
life. (2016)

History Is All Y
You
ou LLeft
eft Me by Adam Silvera

Having lost his first boyfriend in a terrible accident, Griffin, a youth with OCD, forges a friendship with his lost love's ex-boyfriend,
Jackson, who exhibits suspicious signs of guilt. (2017)

You Ask
Asked
ed F
For
or P
Perfect
erfect by Laura Silverman

When a failed calculus quiz threatens his valedictorian standing, Ariel secretly gets a tutor, Amir, before their unexpected romance forces
Ariel to consider what he is willing to sacrifice in the name of academic perfection. (2019)
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